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Projections of future anthropogenic climate change and their uncertainties are determined6

by analyzing large ensembles of numerical climate models [1]. Since the late 1980s, transient7

climate models have projected a pronounced global warming, with relatively high warming in8

the Arctic and over land and low warming over the Southern Ocean [e.g. 2]. In general, confi-9

dence in climate model projections is based on their representations of physical processes and10

on how well they reproduce past climates [3]. However, the relationship between a model’s11

ability to reproduce past climate changes and project future climate changes is unknown, as12

observations of the future are by definition unavailable. Here, we assess climate model pro-13

jections of ‘future’ global warming patterns published in the 1995 Intergovernmental Panel on14

Climate Change Second Assessment Report by quantitatively comparing them to observations15

acquired between 1990 and 2018 [4, 5]. Observed patterns of warming follow model projec-16

tions, falling within 1.64 inter-model standard deviations of the multi-model mean over most17

of the globe, with the exception of the West Pacific and Southern Oceans where we observe18

regional cooling trends associated with the ‘global warming hiatus’ [6]. We find a correlation19

between a model’s ability to reproduce spatially-resolved temperature trends over the 1920-20

1990 hindcast period and the 1990-2018 ‘nowcast’ period, increasing our confidence in their21

projections of the future and lending support to Bayesian approaches in climate modelling22

[7]. Climate change mitigation has now been delayed long enough for the first projections of23

anthropogenic global warming to be borne out in observations, dismissing claims that models24

are too inaccurate to be useful and reinforcing calls for climate action [8].25

There are a variety of approaches for assessing general circulation models (GCMs) based on the fidelity26

with which they simulate past climate (hindcast skill), but little understanding as to how these assessments27

relate to the fidelity of their projections of future climate (forecast skill) [See Methods for a brief review28

of approaches and their respective limitations]. Because of this gap in understanding, it is worth revisiting29
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projections from early generations of climate models for which we now have contemporary observations to30

probe the relationship between model hindcast skill and model forecast skill. These models provide the31

data required for an ideal GCM verification experiment: an observed forecast period (henceforth referred32

to as a ‘nowcast’ to distinguish it from the unobserved 1990-2100 ‘forecast’ period) spanning a time frame33

long enough for long-term trends to emerge above the noise of inter-annual variability [9]. In the tropics34

and Arctic, the projected time of emergence is roughly 30-50 years for surface air temperature trends for a35

signal to noise ratio of 2 [10], suggesting that nowcast verification experiments may already be possible for36

model projections that begin around 1990. The earliest GCM projections of anthropogenic climate change37

due to both the warming tendency of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and the cooling tendency of sulfate38

aerosol emissions begin in 1990 and are described by the 1995 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change39

(IPCC) in their Second Assessment Report (SAR) [4]. (See Methods for a description of the SAR models.)40

Here, we revisit the SAR’s decades-old climate model simulations to assess the accuracy of their ‘future’41

projections and to develop a framework for using skill metrics to quantify the relationship between climate42

model hindcast skill and forecast skill.43

Figure 1: Projected and observed global annual mean surface air temperature anomalies and radiative

forcing. (Left) Global annual mean surface air temperature anomalies relative to the 1985-1995 mean. Solid

lines show the (black) Berkeley Earth observations and (orange) SAR multi-model mean. Orange shading

shows the SAR multi-model mean ±ς, where ς is the inter-model standard deviation. (Middle) Global

annual mean surface air temperature anomalies relative to the 1985-1995 mean for each individual SAR

model, where colors indicate different models. (Right) Global mean radiative forcing relative to 1920. Solid

lines show our estimates of historical and SAR model forcing and shading shows uncertainty estimates (see

Methods for details). The orange bars delineate the 1990-2018 nowcast period.
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The projected increase of radiative forcing in the SAR is of similar magnitude to modern best estimates of44

historical forcings, allowing us to compare the SAR models’ response with the observed climate response45

(Figure 1, right). The SAR multi-model mean accurately reproduces the observed global-mean warming46

over a 1920-1990 hindcast period and accurately projects the observed global-mean warming over the 1990-47

2018 nowcast period (Figure 1, left). All individual models exhibit global-mean warming and inter-annual48

variability similar to the observations over the 1990-2018 nowcast period, except the NC01GS01 outlier model49

(Figure 1, middle). However, the agreement between the modelled and observed global-mean warming may50

be the spurious result of compensation between positive and negative biases (e.g. high climate sensitivity51

and low aerosol forcing [11] or high GHG forcing and high aerosol forcing [12]). Since different forcing agents52

have different patterns of forcing (e.g. aerosol forcing is more localized than GHG forcing), one might expect53

that analyzing spatial patterns of temperature trends allows for a more meaningful assessment of model skill54

[13]. The dependence of the temperature response pattern on the forcing patterns is muddied, however, by55

a relatively stronger dependence of the temperature pattern on local feedback patterns [14].56

Observations during the 1990-2018 nowcast period show spatially varying temperature trends and regional57

emergence of warming over much but not all of the globe (Figure 2 A). We observe Arctic amplification with58

Arctic temperature trends of approximately 2 ◦C and warming that emerges throughout much of the Arctic59

despite large inter-annual temperature variability (Figure 2 C). Temperature increases of approximately 1 ◦C60

are common throughout both the tropics and midlatitudes, but the emergence of warming is confined largely61

to the tropics where inter-annual variability is small [10]. The primary exceptions to the midlatitude and62

tropical warming trends are: cooling in the Equatorial Pacific, the North Pacific, and Northern Eurasia63

(associated with natural modes of variability [6] during the ‘hiatus’ period or changes in patterns of aerosol64

loading [15]); cooling in the North Atlantic (possibly associated with forced changes in the Atlantic Meridional65

overturning circulation [16]); and cooling in the Southern Ocean (possibly associated with forced changes in66

ocean circulation [17] or underestimated natural variability [18]).67

The projected SAR multi-model mean (MMM) temperature trends agree with the Berkeley Earth obser-68

vations within inter-model uncertainty over the nowcast period over most of the globe, except in the West69

Pacific and the Southern Ocean (Figure 2 B). The MMM warming trend emerges over noise throughout the70

tropics largely as a result of weak inter-annual variability, as in the observations. The MMM Arctic warming71

trend is weaker than the observed trend and emerges above noise over less of the high-latitude northern72

hemisphere, but still agrees with observations to within uncertainty. The MMM projects anomalously weak73

warming rather than cooling in the Southern Ocean and does not project the hiatus-period West Pacific74

cooling signal seen in observations. Inter-model averaging is largely responsible for muted spatial variability:75

some but not all individual models produce widespread patterns of warming and limited regional cooling76

qualitatively similar to those seen in observations (Extended Data Figure 1) [as in 20]. The MMM exhibits77

a clear land-ocean warming contrast, as do some but not all individual models [21].78
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Figure 2: Observed and projected spatial patterns of temperature linear trends (expressed as a temperature

change over the 28 year nowcast period) and inter-annual temperatue variability over the 1990-2018 nowcast

period, linearly interpolated onto a common 3◦ by 3◦ grid. (Left) Spatial patterns of temperature trends

and (Right) inter-annual variability σ, defined as the standard deviation of the annual-mean temperature

timeseries with the nowcast linear trend removed, for: (A, C) the Berkeley Earth observational data set

and (B, D) the SAR multi-model mean. Stippling shows where the absolute temperature trend signal has

emerged above the noise of inter-annual variability, |∆T | > 2σ, following [10, 19]. For visual clarity, we only

show stippling at every other grid cell longitude and every other grid cell latitude. Hatching shows where

the observations fall outside of ∆TSAR ± 1.64ς, where ς is defined as the inter-model standard deviation in

linear temperature trends and ∆TSAR is the multi-model mean temperature trend.

Some individual models project temperature trends over the nowcast period more accurately than others79

(Extended Data Figure 1); can their nowcast skill be predicted based on their hindcast skill? To quantify80

the relationship between hindcast skill and nowcast skill, we compute skill metrics based on the global81

mean root-mean-squared model error with respect to Berkeley Earth observations for each model over the82

hindcast and nowcast periods [as in refs. 1, 22] (See Methods for skill metric definitions). We choose83

this skill metric as it reflects how well model projections capture both the magnitude and spatio-temporal84

patterns of observed temperature changes. We compute hindcast skill metrics based on three spatially85
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Figure 3: Correlations between skill metrics for the 1920-1990 hindcast and 1990-2018 nowcast. Y-axes show the

skill metric pertaining to spatially-resolved temperature trends for the nowcast. The x-axes show four skill metrics

for the hindcast: (A) a spatially-resolved temperature trend metric TREND, (B) a temperature seasonality metric

SEASON, (C) an inter-annual temperature variability metric ANOM, and (D) a global-mean temperature trend

metric GLOBAL (see Methods for details). Large negative values indicate high model skill, with a value of -1

indicating exact agreement with the Berkeley Earth observations. We show (blue) the AR5 multi-model mean,

(black) the GISTEMP observations, (orange) the SAR multi-model mean, and (1-15) each individual SAR model.

Coefficients of determination r2 are calculated (upper) by excluding GISTEMP and the AR5 multi-model mean and

(lower) additionally excluding the outlier model NC01GS01. The nearly overlapping colored dashed lines show values

of the nowcast spatially-resolved temperature trend metric for two reference cases: (purple) zero trend in every grid

cell and (orange) linearly extrapolating the Berkeley Earth hindcast trend patterns to the nowcast period. Note that

the AR5 1990-2018 ‘nowcast’ metric represents a combination of hindcast and nowcast since its forcing projections

begin in 2005.
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resolved temperature-related fields: linear trends (TREND), annual-mean anomalies of the detrended signal86

(ANOM), and a climatology of seasonal cycles relative to their respective annual means (SEASON). We87

choose these metrics to identify skill in simulating processes on decadal, annual, and monthly timescales,88

respectively. To highlight the information added by considering spatial patterns of trends rather than global-89

mean temperature trends, we also compute a hindcast skill metric based on the absolute error in global-mean90

temperature trends (GLOBAL). We compare all four hindcast skill metrics to the TREND metric applied91

to the nowcast (Figure 3). The hindcast ANOM metric, pertaining to inter-annual variability, is the metric92

best correlated with the nowcast TREND metric (Figure 3, C), suggesting the importance of internal modes93

of variability such as the Pacific Decadal Oscillation and El-Niño Southern Oscillation over the hindcast94

period to spatial patterns of temperature trends over the nowcast period [6]. The TREND metrics for the95

hindcast and nowcast periods are also correlated (Figure 3, A) and are robust to changes in the length96

of the hindcast interval (Figure 5, left), supporting the intuitive assumption that models which reproduce97

historical temperature trends are more likely to accurately project future temperature trends. The GLOBAL98

and SEASON metrics for the hindcast are poorly correlated with the TREND metric for the nowcast (Figure99

3, B and D). The strong correlation between hindcast skill and forecast skill for the outlier model suggests100

that errors in multi-model mean projections could be reduced by ignoring outlier models that perform poorly101

on hindcast. Even with the outlier model included, though, the MMM outperforms any individual model102

over both the hindcast and forecast periods for all but the GLOBAL metric, supporting the common practice103

of using the MMM as a ‘best guess’ projection [1]. On the relatively short timescale of the nowcast period,104

however, the MMM’s exceptional skill may be attributable to the attenuation of internal variability by105

ensemble-averaging, while individual models are instead penalized for exhibiting modes of variability out of106

phase with observed variability [20]. The positive correlations we find between model skill over the hindcast107

and nowcast periods support the community’s push towards Bayesian methods of analysing climate model108

ensembles [7].109

To benchmark the absolute skill of SAR models, we compare them to two heuristic projections of warming110

patterns for the nowcast: 1) uniformly-zero temperature trends and 2) a linear extrapolation of observed111

hindcast temperature trends at each grid cell (see Extended Data Figure 2, A). The MMM and most indi-112

vidual model projections are more skillful than both heuristic models (Figure 3, colored lines), independent113

of the length of the hindcast period used for extrapolation (Extended Data Figure 5, right). We also include114

a second observational product (the GISTEMP temperature dataset) as a reference point to illustrate the115

degree of uncertainty in our observational dataset and to indicate the potential for model improvement.116

Hindcast skill is slightly improved in the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) MMM relative to the SAR117

MMM (Figure 3), suggesting incremental improvements in modelling hindcast temperature trends [23][see118

Methods for a description of the AR5 models]. We note that the incremental improvements between the SAR119

and AR5 may be due to an upper limit on hindcast skill set by the stochastic phasing of internal variability.120
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Our results build confidence in the ability of numerical climate models to project patterns of anthropogenic121

global warming on multi-decadal timescales. With every climate model generation come improvements in122

both the resolution and parameterization of climate-relevant processes [1]. Whether increasingly comprehen-123

sive climate models produce more accurate projections, however, is yet to be determined [3]. To facilitate124

this future work, we encourage modelling centers to archive model source code and documentation so that125

simulations can be re-run in their original configurations (i.e. parameter values and initial conditions) but126

with realized forcing scenarios prescribed retrospectively. Such retrospective simulations would allow er-127

rors in the projected climate response to be deconvoluted from errors in the projected radiative forcing,128

providing a more robust framework for the verification and inter-generational comparison of climate model129

projections. The respective contributions of internal variability and the forced response to the skill of multi-130

decadal model predictions could be disentangled by using ‘dynamical adjustment’ techniques which remove131

temperature anomalies induced by circulation anomalies and therefore approximate the observed and mod-132

elled forced response [24]. We expect further insights into climate model forecast skill to be gained as the133

first generation of coordinated decadal predictions, simulations which are initialized with observed phases of134

internal variability, reach maturity [25].135

Methods136

Approaches to climate model assessment137

A straightforward approach to assessing climate models is to compare spatial patterns of simulated and138

observed fields over the hindcast period [eg. 26, 27]. For large model ensembles or a large number of climate139

variables, a common approach involves computing scalar metrics that assess model hindcast skill and can140

be compared across models in an ensemble, across different climate variables, and across model generations141

[3, 22, 28]. The implicit assumption in both approaches is that a GCM’s skill at reproducing the observed142

past climate provides an indication of its overall physical representation of the climate system and thus its143

ability to forecast future climate. This, however, raises the question of whether tuning GCM parameters144

to reproduce the hindcast period introduces compensating model errors [29–31]. In the limit of excessive145

tuning, high hindcast skill may become uncorrelated (or even negatively correlated) with forecast skill. Since146

successive model generations perform better at such skill metrics, it is argued that “an increasing level of147

confidence can be placed in model-based predictions of climate”, with the caveat that this is “only true to the148

extent that the performance of a model in simulating present mean climate is related to the ability to make149

reliable forecasts of long-term trends” [3]. One of our novel contributions is to quantify this relationship for150

temperature trends on multi-decadal timescales.151

Models have also been evaluated based on their ability to reproduce paleoclimates given estimated boundary152
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conditions [32, 33]. Estimates of paleoclimate are considered ‘out-of-sample’ verification data because models153

are generally developed and tuned in the context of the historical hindcast period. However, this approach154

is limited by both uncertainties in past climate states and the viability of past climate states as analogues155

of transient anthropogenic climate change [33, 34].156

Some models have demonstrated skill in forecasting the short term climate response to a pulse of radiative157

forcing, such as the volcanic eruption of Pinatubo in 1991 [eg. 35, 36]. However, it is unclear how skill158

in such exercises relate to skill at forecasting a multi-decadal response to sustained anthropogenic forcing.159

The earliest multi-decadal to centennial GCM forecasts are now being verified with respect to ensuing160

observations, but comparisons documented in the literature to date are either qualitative [37] or limited to161

global-mean variables [38, 39].162

IPCC Second Assessment Report (SAR) Models163

The following are the subset of coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models in the IPCC Sec-164

ond Assessment Report (SAR)[4] which have output archived in the IPCC data distribution center (http:165

//www.ipcc-data.org/sim/gcm_monthly/IS92A_SAR/index.html): ECHAM3/OPYC3 (DK01) from the166

German Climate Computing Center [40–42]; ECHAM4/OPYC3 (MP01) from Germany’s Max Plank In-167

stitute for Meteology [40–42]; HADCM2 (HC01) and HADCM3 (HC02) from the UK’s Hadley Center for168

Climate Prediction and Research [43, 44]; CSIRO-Mk2 (CS01) from Australia’s Commonwealth Scientific169

and Industrial Research Organization [45]; NCAR-CESM (NC01) from the USA’s National Center for Atmo-170

spheric Research [46]; GFDL-R15 (GF01) from the USA’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory [21, 47];171

CGCM1 (CC01) from Canada’s Center for Climate Modelling and Analysis [48, 49]; CCSR/NIES AOGCM172

(NI01) from Japan’s Center for Climate System Research and National Insitute for Environmental Studies173

[50, 51]. All of the SAR models contain coupled and dynamic ocean, atmosphere, and sea-ice models. All174

models are flux-adjusted to avoid drift in the model mean state, except for NC01 which does not use any flux175

adjustments. All models are linearly interpolated to a 3◦ latitude by 3◦ longitude grid. These model runs176

predate the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP), although many models are similar to versions177

used in CMIP1 (preindustrial control runs with constant radiative forcings) and CMIP2 (forced by 1%/year178

compound increase in CO2 concentrations).179

180

We consider SAR simulations which are forced by changes in both greenhouse gas (GHG) and sulfate aerosol181

concentrations. Aerosol forcings are parameterized as an increased surface albedo and represent only the182

aerosol direct effect. Most models approximate the radiative forcing of all GHGs with an equivalent CO2183

concentration, though some perform radiative transfer calculations for each individual gas. Before 1990, the184

SAR models are forced by historical GHG and anthropogenic sulfate aerosol concentrations. After 1990,185

GHG and aerosol concentrations evolve according to the IS92a scenario [52]. The IS92a represents a scenario186
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in which population rises to 11.3 billion by 2100, economic growth averages 2.3% per year, and energy is187

produced by a mix of fossil fuel and renewable sources, resulting in a total anthropogenic forcing of about188

6 W/m2 above preindustrial levels by 2100. Changes in forcing due to volcanic eruptions, solar variability,189

and orbital oscillations are excluded in both the 1920-1990 hindcast and the 1990-2100 forecast periods. We190

choose to start our nowcast period in 1990 (when forcings switch from historical to projected) rather than191

1996 (the SAR publication year), but our results are qualitatively similar if we instead choose to consider a192

1996-2018 nowcast period. Since radiative forcing data was not archived for the SAR models, we estimate193

their forcing by digitizing offline calculations IS92a scenario radiative forcing from figure 6.18 of the SAR194

(Figure 1, solid orange line in right panel). Since these offline calculations include the indirect effect of195

aerosols on clouds that is not included in the SAR models, we estimate a correction to the SAR forcing by196

subtracting the timeseries of indirect effect forcing in Figure 6.19 of the SAR. Our estimated SAR model197

forcing is thus revised upwards by an amount that increases linearly from zero in 1940 to 1.15 W/m2 in198

2040 and held constant afterwards (orange shading in right panels of figure 1 and Extended Data Figure 6).199

The SAR runs we use are more useful than the CMIP1/2 simulations for comparing to observations because200

the projected forcings over the 1990-2018 nowcast period are more similar to our best guess of realized201

forcings over that period (see Historical Forcings section), due to the inclusion of both the effect of increas-202

ing GHG concentrations and the direct effect of anthropogenic sulfate aerosol emissions (Figure 1, right) [13].203

204

We calculate democratic multi-model means by assigning an equal weight to each model version so as not205

to weight models with several submitted runs (initial condition perturbation ensembles) more than other206

models. Weights are also applied to all calculations of inter-model standard deviations ς. Although we207

assign equal weights to each unique model, these models should not be considered fully independent samples208

as many share similar codes, parameterizations, and tuning data sets [28]. The interdependence of models209

is evident in the grouping of global-mean surface air temperature projections into two distinct branches210

corresponding to (upper) the North American models and (lower) all other models (Extended Data Figure211

6).212

IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) Models213

We compare GCMs from the SAR to a subset of models from the most recent generation of CMIP models214

(CMIP5) from the IPPC’s Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) run under the RCP 4.5 emissions scenario [53].215

The AR5 model ensemble includes: Five CanESM2 ensemble members from the Canadian Centre for Climate216

Modelling and Analysis; Six CCSM4 ensemble members from the National Center for Atmospheric Research;217

Ten CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 ensemble members from the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Orga-218

nization in collaboration with Queensland Climate Change Centre of Excellence; Five GISS-E2-H and six219

GISS-E2-R ensemble members from the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies; One ensemble member220
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each from ACCESS1.0 and ACCESS1.3 from the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Orga-221

nization and Bureau of Meteorology, Australia; One ensemble member from BCC-CSM1.1 from the Beijing222

Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration; Four EC-EARTH ensemble members from the EC-223

EARTH consortium; Two FIO-ESM ensemble members from the First Institute of Oceanography, SOA,224

China; One ensemble member each from GFDL-CM3, GFDL-ESM2G and GFDL-ESM2M from NOAA’s225

Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory; One ensemble member each from HadGEM2-AO and HadGEM2-226

CC from the Met Office Hadley Centre; Three MIROC5 ensemble members and one ensemble member each227

from MIROC-ESM-CHEM and MIROC-ESM from the Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute, National228

Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology; One229

ensemble member from MPI-ESM-LR from the Max-Planck-Institute for Meteorology; and one ensemble230

member each from NorESM1-M and NorESM1-ME from the Norwegian Cliamte Centre. All models are231

linearly interpolated to a 3◦ latitude by 3◦ longitude grid. The democratic multi-model mean is calculated232

by assigning an equal weight to each model version, as described for SAR models above.233

The AR5 multi-model mean (MMM) timeseries of global-mean temperature is shown in Extended Data234

Figure 6 (left) and the forcing timeseries associated with the RCP 4.5 scenario is shown in Extended Data235

Figure 6 (right). We linearly interpolate the forcing between decadal averages to get an annually-resolved236

timeseries. Extended Data Figure 7 puts the SAR temperature trend forecast in the context of the more237

modern AR5 model forecast. Because the model ensembles are forced differently over the forecast period238

(Extended Data Figure 6, right) and thus exhibit different magnitudes of warming (assuming similar climate239

sensitivities), we normalize each model’s spatially-resolved linear temperature trends by its global-mean240

trend (Extended Data Figure 6, left). Extended Data Figure 7 C shows the normalized spatial patterns of241

the AR5 MMM temperature trend and Extended Data Figure 7 D shows the ensemble standard deviation242

ς. The spatial patterns of MMM warming in the SAR and AR5 are similar, exhibiting comparable degrees243

of Arctic amplification and enhanced warming over land relative to over ocean (Extended Data Figure 7244

A and C for SAR and AR5 MMMs, respectively; Extended Data Figure 3 for individual SAR models). A245

notable difference is the lack of warming in the North Atlantic in AR5 (possibly related to differences in the246

slowdown of the AMOC [16]). Inter-model variance in the spatial patterns of warming is smaller in AR5247

than SAR over much of the globe (Extended Data Figure 7 B, D).248

Observational Products249

We use the Berkeley Earth global product of surface air temperatures as observational ‘truth’ when assessing250

climate models [5], because it is most independent of data products that may have been used for tuning251

the SAR models. To quantify the uncertainty in the error metrics due to uncertainty in the observed tem-252

peratures, we also show the error between the Berkeley Earth observations and the GISTEMP observations253

[54, 55] relative to the SAR median model error (Figure 3).254
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Both the Berkeley Earth and GISTEMP observational products use sea surface temperatures as a proxy255

for surface air temperature (SAT) over the ocean, where direct SAT measurements are sparse. This causes256

both observational products to underestimate global-mean SAT trends by about 10% relative to estimates257

derived solely from SAT, such as those presented here for SAR and AR5 models [56]. We mask trends in258

grid cells missing more than 50% of monthly temperature values over the time period considered (e.g. over259

Antarctica in Extended Data Figure 2 B).260

Historical Forcings261

We estimate historical forcings and their uncertainties from a 200-member ensemble of adjusted forcings262

[57] diagnosed from historical CMIP5 simulations [53], updated for 2017 and linearly extrapolated out to263

2018 (Figure 1, right). These adjusted forcings represent our best guess of the radiative forcings over the264

1920-1990 historical period for which we have nearly global coverage of direct temperature observations.265

The adjusted forcings include the combined effects of greenhouse gases, tropospheric aerosols, stratospheric266

aerosols (anthropogenic and volcanic), and variations in solar forcing. Uncertainty in historical forcings is267

estimated by the inter-model standard deviation ς (grey shading in Figure 1, right).268

Spatially-resolved skill metrics269

Following [22], we measure a model m’s skill based on the globally-averaged root mean square (RMS) error270

(Em) between a simulated field (Fm) and the observed field (R) from Berkeley Earth. We calculate three271

separate RMS errors in order to distinguish between model skill at simulating: linear trends, annual-mean272

anomalies of the detrended signal, and a climatology of seasonal cycles relative to their respective annual273

means. Relative errors (Im) for a model are calculated as274

Im =
Em − E

E
, (1)

where E is the SAR multi-model median error. A model field is identical to the Berkeley Earth observations275

if Im = −1, agrees with Berkeley Earth better than the median SAR model if −1 < Im < 0, and agrees with276

Berkeley Earth worse than the median SAR model if Im > 0. All relative errors Im are shown in Extended277

Data Figure 4, with a subset shown in Figure 3.278

Trend RMS error279

Rij and Fmij are the linear trends in surface air temperatures (SATs) for latitude j, longitude i, and model280

m, calculated by linear regression of temperature against time over either the hindcast or nowcast period.281
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We define282

E(t)
m =

√
1

W (t)

∑
i

∑
j

w
(t)
ij

(
F

(t)
mij −R

(t)
ij

)2
, (2)

where w
(t)
ij are grid cell-area weights and W (t) =

∑
i

∑
j w

(t)
ij is the global surface area.283

Inter-annual RMS error284

Rijt and Fmijt are the annual-mean SATs for year t, latitude j, longitude i, and model m, with the linear285

trend removed at each grid cell [i, j] to isolate inter-annual variability from the linear trend. We define286

E(a)
m =

√
1

W (a)

∑
i

∑
j

∑
t

w
(a)
ijt

(
F

(a)
mijt −R

(a)
ijt

)2
, (3)

where w
(a)
ijt are the grid cell-area weights and W (a) =

∑
i

∑
j

∑
t w

(a)
ijt is the global surface area times the287

number of years t.288

Seasonal Cycle RMS error289

Rijk and Fmijk are the climatological SATs for month k, latitude j, longitude i, and model m. We remove290

the annual-mean temperature before computing the climatology in order to remove the combined effects of291

interannual variability and a linear trend. We define292

E(s)
m =

√
1

W (s)

∑
i

∑
j

∑
k

w
(s)
ijk

(
F

(s)
mijk −R

(s)
ijk

)2
, (4)

where w
(s)
ij is the product of the grid cell-area at grid cell [i, j] and the length of the month k, and W (s) =293 ∑

i

∑
j

∑
k w

(s)
ijk is the global surface area times the length of the year.294

Global-mean skill metric295

We define the global-mean trend metric (Em) for a model m as the absolute difference between a simulated296

global-mean trend (Fm) and the observed global-mean trend (R) from Berkeley Earth,297

E(g)
m = |Fm −R|. (5)

We define the relative global-mean trend error I
(g)
m for a model m as298

I(g)m =
E

(g)
m − E(g)

E(g)
, (6)

where E(g) is the SAR multi-model median error.299
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Data Availability300

All data files for observational and model temperature fields and post-processing source code will be publicly301

available at https://github.com/hdrake/climate-model-performance upon successful publication (or302

shared privately beforehand upon request by reviewer).303
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Extended Data Figure 1: Projected and observed spatial patterns of warming trends over the 1990-2018

nowcast period for (A) the Berkeley Earth observations, (B) the GISTEMP observations, (C) the SAR

multi-model mean, (D), the AR5 multi-model mean, and (E-S) each individual SAR model. Stippling

shows where the absolute temperature trend signal has emerged above the noise of inter-annual variability,

|∆T | > 2σ, where σ is defined as the standard deviation of the annual-mean temperature timeseries with the

nowcast linear trend removed, for each product. See Figure 2 for trends over the 1920-1990 hindcast period

and Figure 3 for trends over the 1990-2100 forecast period.
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Extended Data Figure 2: Projected and observed spatial patterns of warming trends over the 1920-1990

hindcast period for (A) the Berkeley Earth observations, (B) the GISTEMP observations, (C) the SAR

multi-model mean, (D), the AR5 multi-model mean, and (E-S) each individual SAR model. Stippling

shows where the absolute temperature trend signal has emerged above the noise of inter-annual variability,

|∆T | > 2σ, where σ is defined as the standard deviation of the annual-mean temperature timeseries with

the hindcast linear trend removed, for each product.
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Extended Data Figure 3: Projected and observed spatial patterns of warming trends over the 1990-2100

forecast period for (A) the Berkeley Earth observations, (B) the GISTEMP observations, (C) the SAR

multi-model mean, (D), the AR5 multi-model mean, and (E-S) each individual SAR model. For the ob-

servations (A) and (B), we linearly extrapolate the 1990-2018 nowcast trend for heuristic comparison with

models. Stippling shows where the absolute temperature trend signal has emerged above the noise of inter-

annual variability, |∆T | > 2σ, where σ is defined as the standard deviation of the annual-mean temperature

timeseries with the forecast linear trend removed, for each product.
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Extended Data Figure 4: Correlations between skill metrics for 1920-1990 hindcast and 1990-2018 nowcast.

Y-axes show the skill metrics for the nowcast and x-axes show skill metrics for the hindcast. The four skill

metrics shown are: (A) a spatially-resolved temperature trend metric, (B) a temperature seasonality metric,

(C) an inter-annual temperature variability metric, and (D) a global-mean temperature trend metric. Large

negative values indicate high model skill (see Methods for details). We show (blue) the AR5 multi-model

mean, (black) the GISTEMP observations, (orange) the SAR multi-model mean, and (1-15) each individual

model. Coefficients of determination r2 are calculated (upper) by excluding GISTEMP and AR5 MMM and

(lower) additionally excluding the outlier model NC01GS01. Note the change in axis scales for the right-most

column.
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Extended Data Figure 5: (Left) Coefficients of determination for nowcast trend relative error against hindcast

trend relative error (e.g. Figure 3A, upper) as a function of hindcast interval length (all ending in 1990).

(Right) Root-mean square difference between model trend forecast and Berkeley Earth trend forecast for the

multi-model mean and two heuristic reference cases: a uniformly-zero trend case and a linear extrapolation

case. The hindcast interval length (always ending at 1990) is varied from 10 years to 70 years to show that

the relative skill of the multi-model mean to the extrapolation case is independent of the period over which

the hindcast trend is calculated.
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Extended Data Figure 6: Projected and observed global annual mean surface air temperature anomalies

and radiative forcing. (Left) Global annual mean surface air temperature anomalies relative to the 1985-

1995 mean. Solid lines show the (black) Berkeley Earth observations, (orange) SAR multi-model mean,

(blue) AR5 multi-model mean. Orange and blue shading show the SAR and AR5 multi-model means

±ς, respectively, where ς is the inter-model standard deviation. (Middle) Global annual mean surface air

temperature anomalies relative to the 1985-1995 mean for each individual SAR model where colors indicate

different models. (Right) Global mean radiative forcing relative to 1920. Solid lines show our estimates of

historical, SAR model, and AR5 (following the RCP4.5 scenario) forcing and the shading shows uncertainty

estimates (see Methods for details). The orange bars delineate the 1990-2018 SAR nowcast period and the

blue bars delineate the 2005-2018 AR5 nowcast period. Note that the abrupt decrease in SAR model spread

around 2033 in the left panel is due to the end of the outlier projection from the NC01GS01 model.
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Extended Data Figure 7: (Left) Multi-model mean spatial patterns of normalized temperature trends over

the 1990-2100 forecast period for the (A) SAR and the (C) AR5. Stippling shows where the multi-model

mean absolute temperature change |∆T | is more than twice the multi-model mean inter-annual variability

σ (as in Figure 2). (Right) Inter-model standard deviation ς of the normalized temperature trends for the

(B) SAR and the (D) AR5. Each individual model’s temperature trends are normalized by its global mean

temperature trend.
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